TACKLING FORESTRY CORRUPTION RISKS IN ASIA PACIFIC
Transparency International is the global civil society organisation leading the fight against corruption. Through more than 90 chapters worldwide and an international secretariat in Berlin, we raise awareness of the damaging effects of corruption and work with partners in government, business and civil society to develop and implement effective measures to tackle it.
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Introduction

The Forest Governance Integrity programme is an initiative of Transparency International that works to improve forestry and the timber trade by fighting corruption and building integrity in forestry governance at a national and international level.

The Forest Governance Integrity programme aims to tackle corruption as a primary driver of illegal logging and poor forest management. The programme looks at corruption at all stages in the timber production and processing chain and examines how it facilitates the unsustainable harvesting, production, conversion, export, import and procurement of timber and wood products. It works towards a society where corruption-free forest governance and sustainable management enable increased economic development, poverty reduction and environmental protection.

The research on which this report is based was carried out in five Asia Pacific countries – China, Indonesia, Malaysia, Papua New Guinea and the Solomon Islands. This document should serve as an instrument to help in Transparency International's constructive but critical dialogue needed to fight corruption and build integrity in the forestry sector. As such it is aimed at civil society, the private sector, and government agencies, and all those who stand to benefit from improved forest governance.

Why the Asia Pacific region?

The countries of Asia Pacific region boast nearly 17 per cent of the total global forest area. These forest support incredible biodiversity and natural resources; these are the homes of many indigenous peoples, and provide livelihoods for millions of people. Unfortunately, these — some of the world’s last remaining pristine forest areas — are disappearing rapidly. Forests have been destroyed by exploitation for timber and pulp, for agriculture, mining and urban growth. Much of this decimation is caused by illegal logging, trees cut down and their timber processed used in the country or exported, without legal processes being followed. Though there is a legitimate timber industry it is this illegal logging that is most damaging.

Corruption and illegal logging

The importance of forests has long been recognised. Yet even after years of advocacy from local and global pressure groups the illegal harvesting of timber continues to thrive. The reason for this is corruption. Corruption is the main driver of illegal logging: Given that raw or processed timber is not easily hidden, that sawmills and chainsaws need fuel and electricity, that the timber has to be transported by roads, and across borders in ships, the illegal timber industry can only operate with the connivance of a large number of people. Without corruption to grease the way, illegal timber would not flow.

On paper, many of these countries have good forestry laws. But vested interests in country or abroad work to cancel out good intentions. Laws and scientific management and enforcement are rendered infective by corruption.

It is recognised that well-governed forestry is important for the development of Asia Pacific countries. Concerns are related to illegal logging and the international illegal timber trade. This trade does not just cause environmental damage, but deprives countries of millions in lost revenue, causes loss of livelihoods to forest dwelling communities, and leads to other criminal activities and often, armed conflict. It also undermines the rule of law, giving people less faith and willingness to support governments who fail them in curbing such activities. Illegal logging in Asia Pacific is also a regional issue. Some of the largest timber buying and processing countries are from the region and sooner or later, most illegal logs or timber will reach their shores. This cannot be just addressed on a national level, but needs regional and global action.
BOX 1: What is the Forest Governance Integrity Programme?

It is a research and evidence based multi-component programme which advocates for the strengthening of forest governance at the national, regional and global level by a series of activities:

- All the projects start with a systemic analysis of a country’s institutions, laws, regulations and enforcement agencies ability to combat corruption in the forest sector.
- The analysis is followed by specific and targeted advocacy work to address identified gaps.
- Both the analysis and advocacy are done in consultation with local and national stakeholders.
- National level work is supported at a regional and global level by the team based in the Transparency International Secretariat in Berlin.

The intention of this overview is to present the findings from the analyses that were carried out in five Asia Pacific countries. For more information and to consult all our country reports and papers, please visit our website at www.transparency.org.

Forest Governance Integrity as a collaborative programme

Central to the programme’s methodology approach is the promotion of coalition-building. The Forest Governance Integrity programme involves extensive cooperation with multiple partners working on forest governance. It builds on the ongoing work of these organisations, taking the lead in countering the corruption problem and promoting corruption prevention solutions. The working methodology, the research and recommendations all derive from extensive inclusive discussion with a wide variety of stakeholders.

Methodology: how the research was conducted

This overview highlights some of the findings from the research carried out by the Transparency International National Chapters in China, Indonesia, Malaysia, Papua New Guinea and the Solomon Islands. For more information you may refer to the country reports.1

The methodology used in these studies is derived from Transparency International’s Manual: Analysing Corruption in the Forest Sector2, which provides a generic methodology for prioritising the corrupt practices that pose the greatest risk to forest governance — i.e. those practices that have the greatest impact and are the most likely to occur. The methodology has been developed by Transparency International to assist civil society organizations to conduct a systematic corruption, accountability and transparency risk assessment in the forestry sector that leads to effective and targeted advocacy for change. It provides a framework to:

- Identify and analyse the corrupt practices in the forestry sector that pose the greatest risks; and
- Identify the existing anti-corruption instruments and assess their efficiency.

Each of the Transparency International Chapters participating in the programme adapted the generic manual to the local context by discussing it with a broad array of stakeholders – government, private sector and civil society. The research was then conducted using the same consultative approach (through workshops or smaller-scale meetings), as well as desk-based research of existing legislation and practice to assess levels of corruption and specific risks. It is worthwhile emphasising this point; the views expressed here are not just those of Transparency International, these are the views of forestry stakeholders in the region, who have on the ground, daily, experience of what is destroying their forests.

1 www.transparency.org
The figure above represents schematically the major constituent chains of the forest sector, and has been used as a basis for the research. The blue frames indicate the main corruption risks in Asia-Pacific, and have been identified as high priorities in at least two of the five countries covered by the research. Further details on these issues as well as recommendations from the Transparency International Chapters working on forest governance are presented in the following pages.
Causes of such corruption risks

The risks shown in the figure have been considered by local stakeholders as major areas where corruption might occur. This is due to a number of factors that are summarised here.

Laws and regulations lacking or in need of reform (REGULATORY CHAIN)

In some cases corruption risks are entailed by gaps in the laws or regulations, either at national or provincial level. The Forestry Act 1991 in Papua New Guinea was found to be weakened by the amendments that have been introduced since its coming into force. Not only may these amendments threaten the sustainability of forest operations, they also could pose governance risks in the legislative process. Indeed, in several countries where Transparency International has worked, not enough has been done to prevent undue influence from certain forestry actors to steer the legislative process to their particular advantage.

The research done by Transparency Solomon Islands also shows the importance of supporting the institutions tasked with overseeing politicians’ behaviour with adequate laws. The Leadership Code (Further Provisions) Act in the Solomon Islands was found to grant only limited powers to the Leadership Code Commission, the Ombudsman and the Auditor General to enforce the findings from their investigations.

Sometimes corruption risks arise not from the content of the laws but from the lack of harmonisation between different pieces of legislation or regulations. Forestry laws may conflict with laws covering other fields, such as spatial planning or local autonomy, as reported by stakeholders in Papua, Indonesia. Differences between the regulations of neighbouring provinces can also be a driver of corruption (see box 2). Along the same lines, forest zoning in Indonesia is covered by spatial and land use plans at national, provincial and district levels; however the lack of synergy between these three levels makes them very difficult to monitor and to contain risks of some actors unduly influencing the development of these plans.

Therefore although the issue can be about inadequacies in the legislation itself often the solution lies in reforms rather than complete overhauls. Such reforms should bring about stronger anti-corruption measures to complement regulations promoting sustainability and legality, as well as better coordination between different institutions and different levels of authority.

Weaknesses in the licensing process (LICENSING CHAIN)

In order to be legally able to operate on a given area, a logging company needs to obtain a permit. The systems put in place by governments and local authorities to ensure that licenses are fairly awarded vary, but licensing processes have been pointed out by stakeholders as a high-risk area in all five countries where the assessment was made.

Of course the decision-making process itself should be transparent. However this does not appear to be a given. During our research local stakeholders reported that discretionary powers still exist in places like the Solomon Islands and Malaysia. Thus vested interests may come into play, making it possible for some actors to influence officials into choosing a specific applicant as opposed to the best qualified. Such forms of undue influence can also affect political decisions. The power that politicians have can be exploited by companies looking to operate illegally or without following rules that ensure sustainable forestry. In 2008 in Indonesia, Members of Parliament were sentenced to eight years imprisonment and a fine of IDR 250 million (approximately US$ 25,000) in a case related to corruption in the licensing process.

---

非法木材不是容易走私的产品。因此，为了销售或出口非法木材，操作者很可能诉诸于贿赂或其他形式的腐败。在印度尼西亚的巴布亚省，较弱的法规在西巴布亚省提供激励，使其成为非法木材通过西巴布亚省并出口的途径。实际上，尽管巴布亚省的政府在2002年颁发了第72号总督令禁止梅拉鲁的贸易，相同的贸易在西巴布亚省是合法的。贿赂可以是公司非法操作的一种方式，以获得运往西巴布亚省的合法文件，这样就“洗净”了木材，即使其合法。它是木材洗钱的一种形式。

如何确保木材在链的每一步都是合法的？仅仅依赖于遵守林业法规或海关法规可能不够。合法性本身并不必然意味着活动（采伐、运输、出口等）是合法的。腐败可能被用来获取合法文件或批准，从而“洗钱”木材，即使其合法。以巴布亚省为例，利益相关者报告说，当砍伐计划需要提交给林业官员，以进行验证时，这样的风险就出现了。如果未对这一过程进行适当的控制，贿赂可能会被用来影响计划的批准，即使存在问题已被识别。同样地，运输文件可能被伪造，或者调查可能会被撤销，因为腐败，允许非法木材到达锯木厂。木材还可以在出口前洗钱，通过获得假文件。

因此，必须有强有力的过程，不仅仅依赖可用的文件，而是从伐木阶段到出口阶段覆盖可能的腐败。


利益相关者咨询了透明国际亚洲和太平洋地区分会，他们提出了几个关于许可透明度的障碍。

- 公司想要开发森林，需要证明他们将遵守立法并遵守规则。大多数政府要求进行研究，以评估操作将如何管理以及将如何影响环境。在印度尼西亚，这些研究，最终是决策的基础，可能会受到操纵（如通过贿赂）的风险，如果控制不加强的话。同样地，中国的利益相关者声称，存在虚假申报土地用途的风险，以获得许可。

- 另一个问题是如何监控这个过程。在印度尼西亚的阿舍省，被协调的一个一站式服务（P2TSP）。这是一个重要而有用的工具，但没有机构负责监督P2TSP的工作。

- 这个问题进一步由第二个问题，信息访问的缺乏所加强。实际上，监控过程与社会有关，这与确保当局责任有关，如果信息不可用的话，是不可能的。在阿舍省，当要求信息时，官员拒绝透露，理由是保密的，只有公司才能透露。

- 最后，调查并不总能导致起诉和制裁。这在一定程度上归因于某些实体（社会、政府）的低能见度，他们可能很难检测到在许可过程中的腐败，并在当局的案件中应用制裁，即使进行调查。在印度尼西亚的里奥阿省，利益相关者指出，警方的能力，其在调查中的作用，太弱了。

因此，法律和机构必须帮助防止在许可过程中发生的腐败，例如阿舍省的反腐败团队（TAPKA）或反腐败委员会（KPK）。

---

4 YAO Zuyan, Some thoughts on reforming the present harvesting management mechanism, in *Forest Resources Management*, 2010-1, Beijing, 2010.
Indonesia – cannot be fully efficient. Further collaboration between these institutions and civil society would be a way of better controlling corruption. In addition, the awarding of concessions needs to be subject to open tenders and there needs to be clear criteria for choosing the best applicant. The whole licensing process needs to be subject to strong monitoring, through adequately resourced agencies and civil society, to make sure that the decisions taken are fair and not distorted by corruption or particular interests.

Participation of local communities in decision-making processes (REGULATORY / LICENSING CHAIN)

Corruption risks in licensing and in the zoning of forested land obviously strongly affect local communities. If decisions are skewed by poor governance or vested interests, people living in the forests, sometimes owning the land as in the case of Papua New Guinea, will not have a say in how forests are used. In Indonesia, land tenure and unsustainable logging often result from the little opportunity that communities have to manage the forests, and logging companies may exploit the situation by “buying” their right to operate on indigenous land through bribes.

Such issues are particularly acute in the Papua New Guinea and the Solomon Islands. In both countries forested land is largely under customary ownership, therefore the question of how local communities are involved in decisions takes extra significance. How can their views be treated on a par with the industry’s and the government’s? In the Solomon Islands, timber rights hearings have been organised by the government, but there have been cases in the past where logging companies provide funds for these hearings because of the low financial capacity of the government. Such a practice has implications for the fairness of the process. The Ministry of Forests seems to be willing to improve the situation, but the involvement of intermediaries makes it even more complicated. Indeed, some companies hire intermediaries to act as representatives of local communities. Stakeholders suggested that in such cases, vested interests may come into play, defeating the purpose of representing communities’ rights and ensuring that they receive compensation or benefits from the operations. This leads to a risk of intermediaries bribing community leaders or landowners in order to accept logging operations on their land.

The low capacity of communities was identified as a major reason for this situation. The low understanding of laws and of what the contracts they negotiate imply entails an imbalance of power between companies and communities. In Papua New Guinea a World Bank study in 2001 showed that 90 per cent of landowners were not aware of what belonging to an incorporated land group involves (see box 3).

Thus capacity-building and support to local communities is a clear necessity. Institutions like the Landowners Advocacy and Legal Support Unit (LALSU), which provides legal support to landowners in the Solomon Islands, are useful to address this issue, but it needs to be complemented by a better regulation of consultations with communities, notably the use of intermediaries, and by laws prohibiting bribery by intermediaries.

---

BOX 3: Communities rights and logging concessions in Papua New Guinea

The *Land Groups Incorporation Act* of Papua New Guinea ensures that customary landowners are legally recognised. The Incorporated Land Group (ILG) that the Act creates is a legal entity that represents landowners in the negotiations of agreements related to the use of land. However a few problems need to be solved in order to make this system effective:

- Resources provided by the government to implement and monitor the *Land Groups Incorporation Act* are too scarce, leading to a lack of transparency, lack of consultation of landowners and opportunities to weaken the process through bribes.
- Landowners still do not have enough access to reliable economic information on their land, the resources it contains and how they are exploited.
- The process of negotiating logging rights with companies is managed through the National Forest Service, but landowners have little control over the process, which has been described as a “backdoor” way of allocating land.

** Ibid.

Control of logging operations (TIMBER SUPPLY CHAIN)

Within the timber supply chain, corruption risks have been identified that can directly fuel illegal logging. Usually occurring in the form of bribes or undue influence, such instances of corruption have a very high impact because they are a way of circumventing legislation that is supposed to ensure the sustainable use of forests and the protection of local communities’ rights. Standards do exist, such as the Code of Logging Practice in Papua New Guinea and the Solomon Islands, but bribery has been reported by stakeholders as a way of getting some officials to ignore the breaches of these standards.

Besides creating an opportunity to launder timber (see box 2), corruption undermines the efficiency of procedures and standards such as annual allowable cuts, or quotas. Limitations are in place to make sure that only a certain volume is logged every year by a given company, but timber inventories on which those quotas are based may be falsified, leading to legal volumes being wrongly estimated and forests being over-exploited. Another example of procedures that are not always complied with is the guidelines for the use of ministerial discretionary powers in the Solomon Islands when determining timber schedules, duties and exemptions. An Audit Report published in 2005 showed that these guidelines were not comprehensive and not always adhered to. For instance, the management and monitoring of round log exemptions are not covered by the procedure.

Monitoring forestry activities and good governance is a crucial way of reducing corruption risks. However, in Indonesia, the responsibilities for the oversight of forest management and administrative procedures were found to be sometimes unclear or difficult to fit within the provincial or district contexts. Without clear responsible agencies for the implementation of forestry laws and regulations, it is obviously difficult for citizens to hold them to account. In Papua New Guinea, independent studies have reported that the bodies in charge of enforcing and monitoring the Code of Logging Practice are ill-equipped to do so. One of the possibilities to monitor forest governance more effectively, as suggested by organisations in Aceh, would be to do it through a forum gathering together stakeholders involved in forest protection. Some operational problems also need to be solved. In China, timber inspections stations are not empowered to provide sanctions. The separation between inspection and sanctions increases the risk of corruption being used to avoid providing legal documents. The case of the national forest inventory in Papua New Guinea, mentioned in the *Forestry Act 1991* but still not completed as of 2011, sheds light on the need for a reliable assessment of forest

---

resources as a basis for effective monitoring of the timber harvesting and trade. All these challenges in monitoring forest activities and governance are crucial elements to clarify in order to ensure that corruption can be detected and does not go unpunished.

**Challenges in enforcing laws (ENFORCEMENT CHAIN)**

Strong enforcement ensures that corruption does not go unpunished, and therefore constitutes a major deterrent. However, this is often still a weak point in the forest governance sector. In several of the countries where the research was carried out, stakeholders reported high risks in this area, such as bribes to law enforcers to fail to investigate cases or to provide weak sanctions.

In China, Indonesia and Peninsular Malaysia, inadequate monitoring of enforcement and the low capacity of law enforcers were major causes of corruption going unpunished, according to stakeholders.

The monitoring is critical to make sure that the institutions in charge of providing sanctions are held accountable, but it is also essential to build their capacity. Indeed, forestry and timber trade are rather technical areas, and law enforcers are not always trained to deal with them. Gathering evidence is an additional challenge that makes it even more difficult to identify corruption. Malaysian stakeholders have recommended that the Attorney General’s Office provide experienced public prosecutors, and that the recently set up whistleblower system be used also in forestry as a means to gather evidence and sanction corruption. The cooperation between the Forestry Department, the police and the Malaysian Anti-Corruption Commission is also essential in improving law enforcement.

**Overseeing financial flows and revenues (REVENUE CHAIN)**

Corruption has a tremendous impact on the revenues that forestry and timber trade should generate for the state and citizens. It is sometimes a way for logging operators to avoid the payment of taxes, fees or royalties as requested by local laws, thereby undermining opportunities for economic and social development. The Environmental Investigation Agency and Telapak, for instance, have stated that government losses due to the illegal trade of merbau wood in Papua amounted to trillions of Indonesian rupiahs. Flaws in the system of declaration of logging harvest are partly responsible for distorting revenues, as identified in Papua New Guinea. The Forest Authority requests logging companies to fill in a form, and then calculates the amount of royalties owed to resource owners. However this process is rarely audited or inspected by an independent certifying body, which can lead to landowners being paid a lower amount than they ought to. Royalties are also an issue in the Solomon Islands, where, unless other regulations apply, the income is usually split between landowners, who receive 40 per cent of the income subject to a 25 per cent tax, and logging companies, who receive 60 per cent. This practice is not always complied with, as the Audit Report of 2005 pointed out that royalties had sometimes not been paid, and that problems in the account of royalty payments weakened the process.

Another element hampering controls over the revenue chain has been reported by stakeholders in the Solomon Islands and China: responsibilities for overseeing the revenues generated by the forest sector are seen as unclear. In the Solomon Islands, there are four types of fees owed by logging operators – log export taxes, royalties to landowners, provincial business fees and corporate taxes – collected at different points of the process, leading to a fragmentation of the system and a difficulty to hold institutions to account. Human resources shortages within the Ministry of Finance and the low monitoring capacity further fuel the problem.

Audits and inspections by independent bodies as well as strong monitoring systems are necessary to effectively address such problems. The responsibilities for overseeing taxes and royalties should be clear, and again, some institutions may need capacity-building to be able to monitor financial flows.

---

8 IDR 1 trillion = USD 100 million. Reference: http://m.antikorupsi.org/?q=node/4085, accessed on 18 March 2011
9 [1994] PNGLR 1 N920 PNG National Court of Justice Mussau Timber Development Pty Ltd v (Mussau Islanders).
Recommendations

The purpose of the work conducted by Transparency International was to identify, at the national and local level, major issues in forest governance and suggest possible avenues to tackle them. This will be a basis to continue working with local stakeholders in order to promote concrete solutions and achieve long-term positive impact on forest governance. Transparency International’s recommendations revolve around the following areas:

- **Legislative reforms**: forestry legislation should set the ground for strong governance systems, but it also needs to be a coherent and harmonised set of rules, and to include sanctions that can act as a deterrent for corruption.
- **Capacity-building**: in many cases stakeholders do not have sufficient resources or skilled staff to carry out their duty (law enforcers, the judiciary, forestry officers, etc.) or to exert their rights (e.g. land owners in the Pacific).
- **Improved oversight and transparency**: processes to monitor and oversee forestry-related decisions and activities need to be strengthened. Citizens and land owners should be able to access relevant information on licensing, timber operations and trade.
- **Advocacy**: civil society should be a strong actor in monitoring governance and promote transparency and accountability in the forest sector.

These avenues very much depend on the specific national context; therefore the points presented below are highlights of recommendations for each country. The full list of recommendations can be consulted in country reports available on our website11.

**China**

- The current logging and transport licence regulation should be amended to prevent illegal timber from flowing into the market.
- The capacity of anti-corruption departments and those involved in monitoring the timber trade should be improved.
- Those involved in the enforcement of the laws should have additional powers to assist them in providing penalties (administrative and criminal) to those that violate the law.
- Use of technology would make forest related monitoring simpler, for example, the use of satellite systems to track the growth and decline of forest resources, helping to ensure that forest activities are traceable and monitored.
- Advocacy strategies need to focus on public power and raising the voices of the public and local communities.
- NGOs and the media should concentrate on providing robust evidence to expose corruption and find solutions to stop it.

**Indonesia**

- Stronger sanctions should be in place in order to have a deterrent effect on corruption and forest crimes.
- There should be consistency in regulations and policies to avoid confusion in their implementation or changes deriving from undue pressures.
- Law enforcement institutions, such as the police and judiciary need to be strengthened in order to carry out investigations and enforce their findings.
- Civil society organisations as well as local and indigenous communities should be strengthened in order to increase their awareness of relevant laws and regulations and their capacity to monitor government performance in forest management. This needs to be embedded at the local level as well as the national level.

11 www.transparency.org
• Research in Aceh has shown that the Environmental Impact Assessment process should be strengthened in order to make sure that decisions are made on the basis of in-depth and accurate studies.

• In Papua, a one-stop licensing service system should be formed, so that all stakeholders have centralised access to relevant information and data.

• The public should have access to information related to the issuance of licences and their terms and conditions. In corruption and forest crime cases, information should also be proactively disclosed on court proceedings and on the action taken by forestry officials, local governments and law enforcement officials.

**Papua New Guinea**

• The *Forestry (Timber Permit Validation) Act 2007* poses significant problems to forest governance and sustainable forest management. This act should be repealed.

• A National Forestry Inventory should be conducted and transparent information on the export of logs should be provided. These are conditions for the Incorporation of Lands Groups Act 1974 to be efficient and truly enable communities and landowners to participate in the decision-making in the forestry sector.

• Pre-shipment inspections of logs for export should be improved. Presently only a 10 per cent random sampling of logs is physically inspected, this percentage should be increased to ensure that government taxes and landowner royalties are paid. This would help to curb illegal practices such as transfer pricing, illegal logging and export of banned species and underreporting of timber volumes.

• Capacity building of stakeholders, especially customary land owners, is needed to enable them to participate in the monitoring of the forestry sector. They should be trained to use monitoring tools and to access information regarding the awarding of concessions.

• A forensic audit should be instituted to compensate the indigenous forest resource owners who have reportedly lost billions of Kina in revenue due to poor inspections of logs for export. This should be done by a state appointed independent accredited firm.

**Peninsular Malaysia**

• State governments to ease off preferential award of long-term forest concessions or logging licences and instead opt for open tenders or quotations through fair bidding in compliance with Treasury Instructions.

• Forestry Department Headquarters to hold regular meetings of its Oversight Committee on Forest Operations and closely examine problems in forest governance and address lapses of integrity in the field.

• The Forestry Department Headquarters should reactivate or review the system of diary entry for all officers and staff including those based in the states in recording their daily work.

• Engaging relevant authorities to run customised courses on procedures in investigation and prosecution of forest offences.

• Use of ‘Show Cause’ letters to officers/uniformed staff deemed to be responsible for such cases as forest offences, false reports, failure to investigate / report / act on offences.

**Solomon Islands**

• An effective Forestry Resources and Timber Utilization Act (FRTU) needs to include coherent processes for ensuring that decisions made by ministers are documented and gazetted/published when they related to the determination of timber values.

• The Customs and Excise Act should provide similar provisions for decisions on timber exemptions and there should be effective guidelines on internal and procedural control relating to the management of payments and compliance.

• Improved national budgetary allocations for timber rights processes, widening access to information through information disclosure policies and improve communication mechanisms with dissemination of information.
There is an urgent need to increase human resources and operational budgets as a means of effectively conducting monitoring of different stages of forestry operations, including conducting timber inventories, checking devices, declaration of volumes, export permits and carrying out enforcement and compliance. Where possible mechanisms should be introduced that engage independent monitoring officers to carry out monitoring tasks, such as inspections at the ports.

- Provision of technical support for landowners, facilitation of community based forestry strengthening programmes, provision of training on proper audits and regular inspections including introductions of incentives and awards recognising and promoting integrity and ethical behaviour.

- Building effective partnerships between informal governance such as community and faith-based groups and the government, to work together to identify corrupt practices and to report such to the relevant authorities for prosecution.
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